
POA Board Member Andrew Lazar just  
put his investment house up for sale.   

 

Click here to see the listing. 
 
On January 2, 2019, we wrote of Lazar’s partnership with a builder to renovate a home here 
in Delaire.  We have stated on several occasions that we don’t believe that people who sit on 
the POA board should profit from Delaire real estate.  It creates a potential conflict of interest.  
Even if everything is totally above board, the optics are very bad.  People may feel that they 
get special treatment or exceptions to the rules.   
 
Further, the POA is bound by their fiduciary duty to see that every parcel in Delaire maintains a 
membership in good standing in the country club.  That means they should be paying all dues 
and assessments, have voting privileges and access to all privileges and amenities of the Club.  
We recently found out that there is not only this parcel that does not maintain a membership 
in good standing, but in fact there are 40 others that are not members in good standing.  Read 
the documents with figures provided by Delaire.   
 
Perhaps Lazar and his colleagues on the POA Board should get to work on finding out where 
those 41 ghost members are and why they aren’t paying dues.  It seems pretty clear that most 
POA Board members either haven’t read or don’t understand the POA governing documents.  
Lazar attempted to regulate traffic through his Security Committee chairmanship, when the 
documents clearly state that traffic regulation is the purview of the Safety Committee, to be  
made up only of NON Board Members.   
 
All this is happening while the storm drainage system languishes in disrepair and neglect.  The 
drainage system is not even listed among the components of Future Major Repair Repairs & 
Replacements.  It will in fact be our largest repair/replacement so far and perhaps forever.  If 
someone was reading the documents and paying attention, they should be aware of their 
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responsibilities.  BOARD MEMBERS SHOULD BE TENDING TO THE BUSINESS OF THE POA AND 
NOT INCESTUOUSLY INVESTING ALONGSIDE BUILDERS IN DELAIRE REAL ESTATE. 
 
Just down the street from Lazar’s investment house, another home is listed for sale at the 
exact same price.  It has also been nicely renovated and is 2 ½ times the size of Lazar’s house.  
Both have similar views. 

Click for listing. 
This home was originally listed on 12/1/2016 at $1,050,000. 

08/21/2019 Price Changed $649,900 $141 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

07/16/2019 Price Changed $699,900 $152 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

03/08/2019 Price Changed $799,900 $174 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

03/07/2019 Price Changed $849,900 $185 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

11/05/2018 Price Changed $899,900 $196 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

04/15/2018 Price Changed $979,900 $213 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

06/17/2017 Price Changed $995,000 $216 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

12/01/2016 Listed $1,050,000 $228 RAPBGFLRflexmls 

 

It should prove interesting to see which one goes first and how much it sells for.  

One thing for sure is that someone wants out.  
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